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N° ID Nom Prénom Sujet

1 100059059  AZEREDO CELESTINO VIBRANOV  Anaïs The UN and Palestine

2 100059004 ALHASANI  Rewaa Fighting terrorism and fundamental rights

3 100054941 ATTHIPORNWATTANA  Chisa Refugees and the Syrian crisis

4 100054969 BARALDI  Gabriela
In the past twenty years, several international criminal tribunals have been established, including the 

International Criminal Court. Are these courts achieving their purposes?

5 100058074 BEKKER  Alexandra
The concept of dignity plays an important role in thinking about rights, particularly in Europe. What is  

the significance of this concept  in adjudicating disputes about rights?

6 100058963 BENNETT  Catherine

What criteria should be used under international humanitarian law to assess the legitimacy of targeted 

killings, as by drone strikes that take place outside a traditional battlefield? Should limits be placed in 

the use of force?

7 100047225 BOHM  Friedrich The concept of universal jurisdiction in the protection of human rights 

8 100058073 BREIT  Maisie

Please discuss so-called "third generation rights" - such as the right to development, the right to a 

healthy environment and the right to peace - both from the standpoint of whether calling them rights is 

helpful to those causes, and also whether it is helpful to the concept of rights

9 100023095 BUCQUET  Lucie
Both international covenants on rights begin by stating a right to self-determination. Please discuss this 

from the standpoint of whether it is appropriate to think of self-determination as a right.

10 100050465 CABALLERO  Clément What are the competing concerns when dealing with hate speech?

11 100055064 CAILLOT  Agnès

Please provide what you think are the strongest arguments for and against affirmative action - or 

reverse discrimination - as a means of promoting equality on behalf of a disadvantaged minority that 

has suffered from discrimination.

12 100029303 CALLE JORDA  Adriana What criteria should be considered in determining whether to punish hate speech?
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13 100051062 CECCATTO KAEFER  Erica
Under what circumstances, if any, is it acceptable for a security agency to engage in mass monitoring of 

phone calls and internet communications to prevent terrorism?

14 100037650 CHASTEL  Cloé

Under principles of universal jurisdiction, governments may prosecute certain crimes committed 

outside their own territory and that do not involve their own nationals. What limits should be placed on 

such prosecutions?

15 100054958 CHEERAKATHIL  Ankitha Do international tribunals help or hinder peace-building in war-torn countries?

16 100057273 CLARKE  Stephen Is the International Criminal Court a legitimate actor in international politics?

17 100036770 D'ALMEIDA  Pierre Should humanitarian organisations aim to be neutral or should they take sides in conflicts?

18 100059016 DE GIULI  Lou Akusua
Which should come first in post-conflict peace-building: elections or strengthening rule of law 

institutions?

19 100030925 DENIEUL  Morgane Which is more important: the security of individuals or the security of states?

20 100030233 DERNIAUX  Lucie Was France right to intervene in Mali?

21 100054888 DRYANOVSKA  Tzveta Can military force be used to protect people from mass crimes?

22 100057272 FORTIN  Margot According to you should military intervention been used for humanitarian objectives?

23 100057962 FREITAS  Fernanda What role should the international community play in stabilizing fragile states?

24 100058504 FRESNEL  Damien Are any wars "just"?

25 100054950 GAGNON  Catheryne Why do countries contribute to the United Nations' peacekeeping operations?

26 100056604 GIOVANNETTI  Irene Is "human security" an operational concept?
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27 100036224 GREGOIRE  Marion Is it possible to reform the United Nations?

28 100058503 GREPPI  Alessandro Is the "Responsibility to Protect" an effective doctrine for the protection of civilians?

29 100033019 HEHIR  Anna Should we intervene in civil wars?

30 100030444 HOMO  Aymeric How effective is humanitarian intervention?

31 100054907 JANOUSEK  Jan What is the role of culture in the evolution of contemporary conflicts?

32 100054920 JARCZEWSKA  Daria What is the role of media in the evolution of contemporary conflicts?

33 100057238 JONES  Stephanie Is gender a useful perspective through which to view international security issues?

34 100055093 KATAGIRI  Hiroharu What is the "international community"?

35 100054943 KIM  Gyung Jin What is the role of NGOs in international relations?

36 100029784 KOYUNCU  Zeynep Is it true that the ICC only pursues African leaders?

37 100058078 LAN  Fang Does regulate the use of the P5 veto in case of mass atrocities have a chance to be adopted?

38 100030556 LE BRET  Philippine Is the fight against Ebola a matter of defense of human rights?

39 100058502 LECAT  Ludivine Are we living the era of the return of authoritarian regimes?

40 100046736 LEONARD  Elyse Do we have to limit some fundamental rights in order to better fight terrorism?
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41 100054844 LIN  Beier Comment on the attack on MSF supported hospitals in Syria

42 100057996 LUKASIEWICZ  Constance Should NATO intervene again in Libya?

43 100058706 MITTELSTAEDT  Jean Who is more efficient in the fight against global plagues: the WHO or the Gates Foundation? 

44 100030671 MONTHEIL  Nolwenn Are UN peacekeeping operations useless?

45 100058083 MOODLEY  Piroshin Is there a human right to development ?

46 100030403 MOUTERDE  Elodie What are the pros and cons of ‘human rights-based approaches’ to development?

47 100059034 NIJMAN  Wietske
In your opinion, have the Arabic revolutions been a factor of progress or regression in guaranteeing 

fundamental human rights?

48 100058080 ORTIZ RODRIGUEZ  José
To what extent did the United Nations contribute to the advent of a “common conception of human 

rights and fundamental freedoms”?

49 100059416 PAULINI  Milena Origins and implementation of the « responsiblity to protect » notion.

50 100030711 PETIT  Eloïse Is there such a thing as humanitarian wars ?

51 100054925 PEYTON  Nellie Where humanitarian NGO’s derive their legitimacy from ?

52 100054846 PHAN  Nhu Can and should humanitarian aid benefit the construction of democracy ?

53 100056570 PUSCAS  Ileana Does international justice serve peace ?

54 100058082 RAMIC  Selena Can the United Nations be considered a humanitarian actor in the event of a war?
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55 100057274 RICKER  Lindsey Is there an hierarchy among fundamental human rights ?

56 100058965 ROSMAN  Rebecca What are the similarities and differences between humanitarian aid and development aid ?

57 100057460 SABRY  Sarah Is humanitarianism a form of neo-colonialism?

58 100048983 SADIC  Emina What legitimacy can be claimed by humanitarians?

59 100059049 SAYOS MONRAS  Meritxell Is the fight against impunity a humanitarian issue? 

60 100051095 SCHREUER  Milan Has the intervention in Libya been a war for human rights?

61 100058088 SHAFIEIHANJANI  Marzieh Has the Universal Periodic Review mechanism enhanced the international monitoring of human rights?

62 100059055 STENBERG  Robert
Does the selectivity of international criminal prosecutions fatally undermine the credibility of the 

project?

63 100058085 SZUJEWSKI  Peter Is there a human right to peace?

64 100032818 TANNER  Mae
What are the different mechanisms available at national, regional and international level in cases of 

gross human right/humanitarian violations ? Describe their advantage and disadvantages.

65 100037392 TEMPLIN  Amelie Can so-called 'denial laws' be reconciled with freedom of expression?

66 100047226 THOMPSON  Adam Can it ever be legitimate to use force to overthrow a democratically elected government?

67 100058081 TRUJILLO  Paula Do double standards fatally undermine the credibility of international criminal justice?

68 100056571 TURNER  Federica
Would it be appropriate to broaden the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court in the 

prosecution of legal persons, and transnational corporations in particular?
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69 100030020 VAN RUYMBEKE  Laure Is proposal to develop a new legally binding instrument on business and human rights useful?

70 100049182 VAVRINOVA  Tereza
Do the measures taken in response to the financial and economic crisis and the crisis of sovereign debt, 

infringe social rights?

71 100059056 WANNABOWORN  Kheetanat
Should the International financial institutions be required to respect human rights, and if so, what 

would be the consequences on their ways of acting?

72 100058092 WOODHOUSE  Tatiana

Would you be in favor of a duty imposed on business enterprises to support human rights in global 

supply chains, in particular by monitoring compliance with human rights of their suppliers and sub-

contractors?

73 100058090 ZENEVICH  Leticia How do you think the UN Security Council should be reformed and why?

74 100058089 ZHAO  Xin Is the era of humanitarian response now over?

75 100029402 ZUBER  Coline
Which should come first in post-conflict peace-building: elections or strengthening rule of law 

institutions?
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